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This paper provides a short introduction into the mathematical foundations of
the theory of valuing derivative securities	 We discuss the mathematical setting
of option price theory and derive the relationship between noarbitrage and mar
tingales	 We provide examples how this theory can be applied to equity and
foreignexchange derivatives	 We also explain how the theory can be applied to
interest rate derivative securities and provide some examples	

�� Introduction

Options are �nancial instruments that entitle the owner to buy other �nancial
instruments �the underlying instruments� at a �xed date �the maturity date�
at a �xed price �the exercise price or strike�� The owner does not have the
obligation to exercise the option� Hence� he will only do so if the market price
of the underlying instrument is above the exercise price� These options are more
speci�cally named �European�style� call options� Also put options are traded
which entitle the holder to sell the underlying instrument at the maturity date
against the exercise price�

The person that has to sell the instruments if a call option is exercised
is called the writer of the call option� The same terminology is used for put
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options� The writer will only give the option to the holder if the latter pays a
certain price� the option premium� This price� of course� depends on today
s
price of the underlying instrument� the exercise price and the maturity date�

The cornerstone of option pricing theory is the assumption that any �nan�
cial instrument which has a non�negative payout must have a non�negative
price� The existence of an instrument which would have non�negative payo�s
and a negative price is called an arbitrage opportunity� If arbitrage opportuni�
ties would exist� it would be a means for investors to generate money without
any initial investment� Of course� many investors would try to exploit the arbi�
trage opportunity� and due to the increased demand� the price would rise and
the arbitrage opportunity would disappear� Hence� in an economy that is in
equilibrium it seems reasonable to rule out the existence of arbitrage oppor�
tunities� Although the assumption that arbitrage opportunities do not exist
seems a rather plausible and trivial assumption� we shall see it is indeed the
foundation for all of the option pricing theory�

Another important assumption needed is the absence of transaction costs�
This means that assets can be bought and sold in the market for the same
price� This assumption is clearly violated in real markets� In the presence of
transaction costs� not all arbitrage opportunities which would theoretically be
pro�table can be exploited� However� large market participants �like banks
and institutions� face very little transaction costs� These large players have the
opportunity to exploit almost all arbitrage opportunities with large amounts
of money and markets will be driven to an equilibrium close to the equilibrium
that would prevail if transaction costs were absent� Hence� if we consider
markets as a whole� the assumption that transaction costs are absent is a good
approximation of the real world situation� Individual investors often face larger
transaction costs when trading in �nancial markets� and they often use options
and other derivative securities to enlarge their opportunity set�

The rest of this paper is organised as follows� In the next section we discuss
the mathematical setting of option price theory and derive the relationship
between no�arbitrage and martingales� We illustrate the concepts with the
well�known Black�Scholes model and with a model for pricing foreign currency
options� Section � is devoted to interest rate derivative securities� where we ex�
plain the Heath�Jarrow�Morton model and the forward�risk�adjusted measure�
We use the Ho�Lee model as an illustration�

�� Arbitrage and Martingales

In this section we provide the basic mathematical setting in which the theory
of option pricing can be cast� We derive the key result that an economy is free
of arbitrage opportunities if a probability measure can be found such that the
prices of marketed assets become martingales� By setting up trading strategies
which replicate the payo� of derivative securities� the martingale property can
then be shown to carry over from the marketed assets to the prices of all
derivative securities� Hence� the prices of all derivatives become martingales
and this property can then be used to calculate prices for derivative securities�
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���� Basic Setup

Throughout this paper we consider a continuous trading economy� with trading
interval given by �� T �� The uncertainty is modeled by the probability space
���F � Q�� In this notation� � denotes a sample space� with elements � � ��
F denotes a ��algebra on �� and Q denotes a probability measure on ���F��
The uncertainty is resolved over �� T � according to a �ltration fFtg satisfying
�the usual conditions�� generated by a Brownian Motion W initiated at ��
We also assume that there exist assets which are traded in a market� The
assets are called marketed assets� We also assume that the prices Z�t� of
these marketed assets can be modeled via It�o processes which are described by
stochastic di�erential equations

dZ�t� � ��t� �� dt� ��t� �� dW� ���

where the functions ��t� �� and ��t� �� are assumed to be Ft�adapted and also
satisfy

R T
� j��t� ��j dt ��
R T
�
��t� ��� dt ���

���

with probability one� The observant reader may note that there is only one
source of uncertainty �the Brownian Motion W � that drives the prices of the
marketed assets� It is relatively straightforward to set up the economy such that
more sources of uncertainty drive the prices of the marketed assets� However�
one source of uncertainty is enough for a large part of option pricing theory�
For example� in case of options on a stock� the economy is not the economy of
all traded �nancial instruments� but restricted to the underlying stock� a risk�
less bond and all �call� and put��options with di�erent maturities and exercise
prices on this stock� Hence� we only assume that the option prices are in�u�
enced by movements in the price of the underlying and non�stochastic variables
such as the time to maturity and the exercise price� It is also true that the
prices of marketed assets de�ned in ��� are less general than usual in the litera�
ture� The sample paths of It�o processes are continuous� which excludes discrete
dividend payments� It is possible to develop a general theory on the basis of
right�continuous with left�limits �RCLL� processes� which allow for a countable
number of discontinuities in the sample paths� However� in this paper we will
nowhere encounter marketed assets with discontinuous sample paths� Suppose
there are N marketed assets with prices Z��t�� � � � � ZN�t�� which all follow It�o
processes� A trading strategy is a predictable N �dimensional stochastic process
��t� �� �

�
���t� ��� � � � � �N �t� ��

�
� where �n�t� �� denotes the holdings in asset n

at time t� The asset holdings �n�t� �� are furthermore assumed to satisfy an
additional regularity condition to which we will return later� The value V ��� t�
at time t of a trading strategy � is given by

� RCLL processes are also known as c�adl�ag� corlol or R�processes in the literature
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V ��� t� �

NX
n��

�n�t�Zn�t�� ���

A self��nancing trading strategy is a strategy � with the property

V ��� t� � V ��� �� �
NX
n��

Z t

�

�n�s� dZn�s�� �t � �� T �� ���

Hence� a self��nancing trading strategy is a trading strategy that requires nor
generates funds between time � and time T � An arbitrage opportunity is a self�
�nancing trading strategy �� with PrV ��� T � � �� � � and V ��� �� � �� Hence�
an arbitrage opportunity is a self��nancing trading strategy which has strictly
negative initial costs� and with probability one has a non�negative value at time
T �

A derivative security is de�ned as a FT �measurable random variable H�T ��
The random variable has to satisfy an additional regularity constraint to which
we will return later� The random variable H�T � can be interpreted as the
�uncertain� payo� of the derivative security at time T � If we can �nd a self�
�nancing trading strategy � such that V ��� T � � H�T � with probability one�
the derivative is said to be attainable� The self��nancing trading strategy is
then called a replicating strategy� If in an economy all derivative securities are
attainable� the economy is called complete� If no arbitrage opportunities and no
transaction costs exist in an economy� the value of a replicating strategy at time
t gives a unique value for the attainable derivative H�T �� This is true� since �in
the absence of transaction costs� the existence of two replicating strategies of
the same derivative with di�erent values would immediately create an arbitrage
opportunity� Hence� we can determine the value of derivative securities by the
value of the replicating portfolios� This is called pricing by arbitrage� However�
this raises two questions� First� under which conditions is a continuous trading
economy free of arbitrage opportunities� Second� under which conditions is the
economy complete� If these two conditions are satis�ed� all derivative securities
can be priced by arbitrage�

���� Equivalent Martingale Measure

The questions of no�arbitrage and completeness were analysed in the seminal
papers of Harrison and Kreps �� and Harrison and Pliska ��� They
showed that both questions can be solved at once� if we express prices in the
economy in terms of a numeraire� Any marketed asset which has strictly pos�
itive prices �and pays no dividends� for all t � �� T � is called a numeraire�
We can use numeraires to denominate all prices in an economy� Suppose that
the marketed asset Z� is a numeraire� The prices of other marketed assets
denominated in Z� are called the relative prices denoted by Z �n � Zn�Z�� Let
���F � Q� denote the probability space from the previous subsection� Consider
now the set Q which contains all probability measures Q� such that�

i� Q� is equivalent to Q� i�e� both measures have the same null�sets�
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ii� the relative price processes Z �n are martingales under Q� for all n� i�e� for
t � s we have E��Z �n�s� j Ft� � Z �n�t��

The measures Q� � Q are called equivalent martingale measures� Suppose we
take one equivalent martingale measure Q� � Q� Then� in terms of this �refer�
ence measure�� we can give precise de�nitions for derivative securities and trad�
ing strategies given in the previous subsection� A derivative security is a FT �
measurable random variable H�T � such that the expectation EQ�

�jH�T �j� �
� holds�� Hence� derivative securities are those securities for which the ex�
pectation of the payo� is well�de�ned� A trading strategy is a predictable N �
dimensional stochastic process

�
���t� ��� � � � � �N �t� ��

�
such that the stochastic

integrals

Z t

�

�n�s� dZ
�
n�s� �	�

are martingales under Q�� For self��nancing strategies this implies that the
value V ���� t� in terms of the relative prices Z � is a Q��martingale� The condi�
tion on trading strategies is a rather technical condition� It arises from the fact
that for predictable processes in general� the value processes V ���� t� of self�
�nancing trading strategies are only local martingales under Q�� For a local
martingale

sup
t����T �

n
EQ�

�
V ���� t�

�o
�� ���

is possible� while for martingales

sup
t����T �

n
EQ�

�
V ���� t�

�o
�� ���

is always satis�ed� This di�erence between local martingales and martingales
allows for the existence of so�called doubling strategies� which are arbitrage op�
portunities� This was �rst pointed out by Harrison and Pliska ��� For
an example of a doubling strategy in the economy we have set up here� see
Duffie 	�� Hence� an economy can only be arbitrage�free if the value pro�
cesses of self��nancing trading strategies are martingales� Several restrictions
can be imposed on the processes � to ensure the martingale property of the
value processes V ���� t�� For a discussion� see Harrison and Pliska �� or
Duffie ��� Heath and Jarrow ���� Dothan �� and Duffie 	� show that
the presence of wealth constraints or constraints like margin requirements also
ensures that the value processes are martingales� Because these constraints are
actually present in security markets� it will be assumed throughout this paper
that this restriction holds� Subject to the de�nitions given above� we have the
following result�

� The set of all random variables that satisfy these constraints is often denoted
L����FT � Q

�
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Unique Equivalent Martingale Measure� A continuous economy is free
of arbitrage opportunities and every derivative security is attainable if Q con�
tains exactly one equivalent martingale measure�

For numeraires which are non�stochastic this result was proved by Harrison
and Pliska ��� For a general proof� see Dothan ��� Chapter ��� �

The de�nition of Q depends on the choice of numeraire� Hence� for a dif�
ferent choice of numeraire we obtain a di�erent set Q of equivalent martin�
gale measures and a di�erent unique equivalent martingale measure� Hence�
�unique� only means that the set Q contains only one element� To make things
worse� the de�nition of derivative securities changes also with a di�erent choice
of numeraire� It is therefore conceivable that a payo� pattern H�T � which
can be replicated for one choice of numeraire� cannot be replicated for another
choice of numeraire� Much works remains to be done in this area� for example
in establishing which set of payo� patterns can be replicated for all choices of
numeraire�

From the result given above follows immediately that for a given numeraire
Z with unique equivalent martingale measure QZ � the value of a self��nancing
trading strategy V ���� t� � V ��� t��Z�t� is a QZ�martingale� Hence� for a repli�
cating strategy �H that replicates the derivative security H�T � we obtain

EQZ
�H�T �

Z�T �

��� Ft
�
� EQZ

�V ��H � T �

Z�T �

��� Ft
�
�
V ��H � t�

Z�t�
� ���

where the last equality follows from the de�nition of a martingale� Combining
the �rst and last expression yields

V ��H � t� � Z�t�EQZ
�H�T �

Z�T �

��� Ft
�
� ���

This formula can be used to determine the value at time t � T for any derivative
security H�T �� The theorem of the Unique Equivalent Martingale Measure was
�rst proved by Harrison and Kreps ��� In their paper they used the value
of a riskless money�market account as the numeraire� Later it was recognised
that the choice of numeraire is arbitrary� However� for this historic reason�
the unique equivalent martingale measure obtained by taking the value of a
money�market account as a numeraire� is called �the� equivalent martingale
measure� which is a very unfortunate name� In this paper we will stick to this
convention�

To illustrate the concepts developed here� we will apply them to the well
known Black�Scholes �� framework� However� before we do so� we give
two results which can be used for explicit calculations in the case of Brownian
Motions�

���� Girsanov	s Theorem and It
o	s Lemma

A key result which can be used to explicitly determine equivalent martingale
measures in the case of BrownianMotions isGirsanov	s Theorem� This theorem
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provides us with a tool to change the drift of a Brownian Motion by changing
the probability measure�

Girsanov�s Theorem� For any stochastic process 	�t� such that
Z t

�

	�s�� ds ���

with probability one� consider the Radon�Nikodym derivative 
�t� given by


�t� � exp
nZ t

�

	�s� dW �s�� �
�

Z t

�

	�s�� ds
o

then under the measure dQ� � 
 dQ the process

W ��t� �W �t��
Z t

�

	�s� ds

is also a Brownian Motion� Dothan �� provides several generalisations and
proofs of this theorem� From the last equation in Girsanov
s Theorem follows
that

dW � dW � � 	�t� dt ����

which is a result we will often use�
Another key result from stochastic calculus is known as It
o	s Lemma� Given

a stochastic process x described by a stochastic di�erential equation� It�o
s
Lemma allows us to describe the behaviour of stochastic processes derived
as functions f�t� x� of the process x�

It�o�s Lemma� Suppose we have a stochastic process x given by the stochastic
di�erential equation dx � ��t� �� dt � ��t� �� dW and a function f�t� x� of the
process x� then f satis�es

df �

�
�f�t� x�

�t
� ��t� ��

�f�t� x�

�x
�

�
���t� ��

� �
�f�t� x�

�x�

�
dt� ��t� ���f�t�x	

�x
dW�

provided that f is suciently di�erentiable�

For a proof of It�o
s Lemma� see Arnold ��� Sections 	�� and 	��� �

���� Application� Black�Scholes Model

Let us now consider the Black and Scholes �� option pricing model� Using
this setting enables us to illustrate the concepts developed� In the Black�
Scholes economy there are two marketed assets� B which is the value of a
riskless money�market account with B��� � � and a stock S� The prices of the
assets are described by the following �stochastic� di�erential equations
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dB � rB dt

dS � �S dt� �S dW�
����

The money�market account is assumed to earn a constant interest rate r� and
the stock price is assumed to follow a geometric Brownian Motion with constant
drift � and constant volatility �� The value of the money�market account is
strictly positive and can serve as a numeraire� Hence� we obtain the relative
price S��t� � S�t��B�t�� From It�o
s Lemma we obtain that the relative price
process follows

dS� � ��� r�S� dt� �S� dW� ����

To identify equivalent martingale measures we can apply Girsanov
s Theorem�
For 	�t� � ��� � r��� we obtain the new measure dQ� � 
 dQ where the
process S� follows

dS� � ��� r�S� dt� �S�
�
dW � � ��r

�
dt
�

� �S� dW �
����

which is a martingale� For � 	� � this is the only measure which turns the
relative prices into martingales� and the measure Q� is unique�
 Therefore� the
Black�Scholes economy is arbitrage�free and complete for � 	� �� Under the
measure Q�� the original price process S follows the process

dS � �S dt� �S
�
dW � � ��r

�
dt
�

� rS dt� �S dW ��
����

We see that under the equivalent martingale measure the drift � of the process
S is replaced by the interest rate r� The solution to this stochastic di�erential
equation can be expressed as

S�t� � S��� expf�r � �
��

��t� �W ��t�g� ��	�

whereW ��t� is the value of the Brownian Motion at time t under the equivalent
martingale measure� We now extend the economy with options that have this
particular stock as underlying instrument� We already discussed the di�erence
between call and put options� A further distinction between di�erent options
can be made� Most options can be exercised at any time before the maturity
date� However� as we explained before� some options can only be exercised
at maturity� This latter class is called European� while the �rst class is called
American� Hence� the distinction has nothing to do with the physical place
where the options are traded� A European call option with strike K has at
the maturity date T a value of H�T � � maxfS�T ��K� �g� If the introduction
of options into the economy should not give rise to arbitrage opportunities

� This is� of course� just a heuristic argument
 For rigorous proofs� the interested reader is
referred to the Harrison�Kreps and Harrison�Pliska papers
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it follows from ��� that the price of the option C��� at time � is given by
E��maxfS�T ��K� �g�B�T �

�
� To evaluate this expectation� we use the explicit

solution of S�T � under the equivalent martingale measure given in ��	� and we
get

E��maxfS�T ��K� �g�B�T �
�
�

R�
�� e�rT maxfS���e�r� �

�
��	T��w �K� �g e�

�

�

w
�

Tp
��T

dw�
����

A straightforward calculation will con�rm that this integral can be expressed
in terms of cumulative normal distribution functions N��� as follows

C��� � S���N�d�� e�rTKN�d� �
p
T � ����

with

d �
log

�
S��	
K

�
� �r � �

��
��T

�
p
T

����

which is the celebrated Black�Scholes option pricing formula� The pricing of
American options can also be cast in the framework developed here� However�
it is a problem which is considerably more complicated than the pricing of
European options� Since American options give the owner of the option the
right to exercise at any time before maturity� an optimal stopping problem
has to solved to determine the value of an American option� The interested
reader is referred to Duffie 	� and the references mentioned therein for an
introduction�

In the derivation given above� we used the value of a money�market account
B as a numeraire� However� this choice is arbitrary� The stock price S is also
strictly positive for all t and can also be used as a numeraire� If we choose S
as a numeraire� we obtain from It�o
s Lemma that the relative price B� � B�S
follows

dB� � �r � �� ���B� dt� �B� dW� ����

If we apply Girsanov
s Theorem with 	 � �r� ����� �� we obtain �for � 	� ��
the unique equivalent martingale measure QS for which the relative price B� is
a martingale� From ��� we obtain

C��� � S���EQS

�
maxfS�T 	�K��g

S�T 	

�

� S���EQS
�
maxf��K �

S�T 	 � �g
�
�

����

Using It�o
s Lemma and Girsanov
s Theorem we obtain for the equivalent mar�
tingale measure QS � that the process ��S follows

d �
S

� ���� ��� �
S
dt� � �

S

�
dWS � � r��

�
� ��dt

�
� �r �

S
dt� � �

S
dWS �

����
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where WS is a Brownian Motion under QS � The explicit solution can be
expressed as

�

S�t�
�

�

S���
expf��r � �

��
��t� �WS�t�g� ����

Using this explicit form� we can evaluate the expectation ����� It is left to the
reader to verify that this also gives the Black�Scholes formula �����

���� Application� Foreign�Exchange Options

The example for the Black�Scholes economy given above of the in�uence of
the numeraire is a bit arti�cial� however a more fruitful application can be
found when we consider foreign�exchange �F X� options� These are options
which have a foreign currency as the underlying instrument� The �rst valuation
formula for F X�options in a Black�Scholes setting was given by Garman and
Kohlhagen ��� This formula is nowadays widely used by F X�option traders
all over the world� An interesting aspect of F X�derivatives is that we can
either calculate the value of a derivative in the domestic market or in the foreign
market� For example� a call option to buy dollars for D�marks is equivalent to
a put option to sell D�marks for dollars� If the economy is arbitrage�free� both
values must be the same� otherwise an �international� arbitrage opportunity
would arise� Consider the following� very simple� international economy� In
the domestic market D there is a money�market account BD� which earns an
instantaneous riskless interest rate rD � in the foreign country F there is also a
money�market account BF with interest rate rF � Let X denote the exchange
rate� This is the value in domestic currency of one unit of foreign currency� The
exchange rate follows a geometric Brownian Motion� The three price processes
can be summarised as	


�




�

dBF � rFBF dt�

dX � �X dt� �X dW�

dBD � rDBD dt�

����

From a domestic point of view� there are two basic marketed assets� the do�
mestic money�market account BD and the value of the foreign money�market
account in domestic terms� given by BFX � From It�o
s Lemma we obtain that
the process �BFX� follows

d�BFX� � �rF � ���BFX� dt� ��BFX� dW� ����

The domestic money�market account can be used as a numeraire� and the
relative price process �BFX�� � �BFX��BD follows the process

d�BFX�� � �rF � rD � ���BFX�� dt� ��BFX�� dW� ��	�
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An application of Girsanov
s Theorem with 	�t� � ��rF � rD � ���� will
yield the domestic unique equivalent martingale measure QD under which the
relative price process �BFX�� is a martingale� Under the domestic measure
QD� the exchange rate process follows

dX � �rD � rF �X dt� �X dWD � ����

which is the process used in the Garman�Kohlhagen formula� We can also
take the perspective of the foreign market� Here we also have two marketed
assets� BF and �BD�X�� Using BF as a numeraire� we obtain the relative
price process �BD�X�� � �BD�X��BF which follows the process

d

�
BD

X

��
� �rD � rF � �� ���

�
BD

X

��
dt� �

�
BD

X

��
dW� ����

If we apply Girsanov
s Theorem with 	�t� � �rD�rF �������� we obtain the
foreign unique equivalent martingale measure QF � Under the foreign measure
QF � the foreign exchange rate ��X follows the process

d

�
�

X

�
� �rF � rD�

�
�

X

�
dt� �

�
�

X

�
dWF � ����

This process is exactly the right process for calculating the Garman�Kohlhagen
formula in the foreign market� Hence� in this economy a trader in the domestic
market and a trader in the foreign market will calculate exactly the same price
for a F X�option� For more examples of calculating prices of derivatives under
domestic and foreign martingale measures� see Reiner ���� He uses these
measures repeatedly to calculate the value of so�called quanto options� which
are options on foreign assets denominated in the domestic currency�

�� Pricing Interest Rate Derivatives

In the previous sections� we summarised the theory behind the valuation of
derivative securities in general� However� in the examples we have given� we
made the assumption that it is possible to trade in the underlying values� In
the Black�Scholes economy� the underlying value is the asset price in which the
agents in the economy can trade� When we want to consider the valuation of
interest rate derivatives� the picture is slightly di�erent� The underlying value
of interest rate derivatives is the spot interest rate� The spot interest rate is the
instantaneous riskless return earned by putting your money for a very short
instant dt in a money�market account� All other interest rates are derived from
the spot interest rate� These rates are just di�erent ways of quoting the current
prices of bonds and swaps traded in the market� The prices of these instruments
are determined by the spot interest rate� However� we cannot trade in the spot
interest rate itself �nor in any other interest rate�� it is only possible to trade
in interest rate derivatives� In this section we show how prices of interest
rate derivatives can be calculated using equivalent martingale measures� which
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is the methodology of Heath� Jarrow and Morton ���� We will only
derive the equivalent martingale measure for one�factor interest rate models�
this will allow us to explain the essence of the Heath�Jarrow�Morton �HJM�
methodology�

���� Forward Rates

A discount bond is an instrument which pays � at maturity T in all states of
the world� The price of a discount bond with maturity T at time t � T is
denoted by P �t� T �� The marketed assets which can be traded �like bonds and
swaps� can all be expressed in terms of discount bonds with di�erent maturities�
For an introduction� see Hull ���� In their set�up HJM choose not to model
discount bond prices directly� but to model the prices of forward rates f�t� T ��
The forward rate is given by

f�t� T � �
�� logP �t� T �

�T
� ����

it is the instantaneous interest rate one can contract for at time t to invest in
the money�market account at time T � It is easy to see that the spot interest
rate r�t� is equal to f�t� t�� HJM assume that the forward rates satisfy the
following equation

f�t� T �� f��� T � �

Z t

�

��s� T� �� ds�

Z t

�

��s� T� �� dW �s�� ����

where � denotes the state of the world� Equation ���� is the integral form of
the stochastic di�erential equation

df�t� T � � ��t� T� �� dt� ��t� T� �� dW� ����

The stochastic process for the forward rates de�ned above is very general� The
functions � and � are allowed to depend on the maturity T of the forward rate
and are allowed to depend on the state of the world �� The spot interest rate
r�t� is equal to f�t� t�� hence we get from ����

r�t� � f��� t� �

Z t

�

��s� t� �� ds�

Z t

�

��s� t� �� dW �s�� ����

Using ���� we can express the discount bond prices in terms of the forward
rates as

logP �t� T � � �
Z T

t

f�t� s� ds� ����

Substituting ���� into this equation and by interchanging the order of integra�
tion and simplifying� HJM obtain the following process for the discount bond
prices �suppressing the notational dependence on ��

dP �t� T � � b�t� T �P �t� T � dt� a�t� T �P �t� T � dW� ����

��



where

a�t� T� �� � � R T
t
��t� s� �� ds

b�t� T� �� � r�t� � R T
t
��t� s� �� ds� �

�a�t� T� ��
��

��	�

���� Equivalent Martingale Measure

Having speci�ed the stochastic process followed by the discount bonds P �t� T �
which are the marketed assets� we want to establish the existence of an equiva�
lent martingale measure to ensure that no arbitrage opportunities can exist in
the economy� Suppose we keep reinvesting money in the money�market account�
Every instant dt the money market account earns the riskless spot interest rate
and the value B�t� of the money�market account is given by dB � rBdt� If we
solve this ordinary di�erential equation we get

B�t� � exp
nZ t

�

r�s� ds
o
� ����

As in the Black�Scholes economy of Section ���� the value of the money�market
account is strictly positive and can be used as a numeraire� Hence� in the HJM
economy we obtain the relative prices P ��t� T � � P �t� T ��B�t�� It�o
s Lemma
yields

dP ��t� T � �
�
b�t� T �� r�t�

�
P ��t� T � dt� a�t� T �P ��t� T � dW� ����

The HJM economy will be arbitrage�free if we can �nd a unique equivalent
probability measure such that the relative prices P � of the discount bonds be�
come martingales� Suppose we consider the discount bond with maturity T��
If we apply Girsanov
s Theorem with 	�t� T�� � ��b�t� T��� r�t�

�
�a�t� T��� we

obtain under the new measure dQ�
T�

� 
�t� T�� dQ that the process P ��t� T��
is a martingale� This change of measure depends on the maturity of the dis�
count bond T� and will only make this particular discount bond a martingale�
However� we want to �nd an equivalent martingale measure that changes all
marketed assets� that is all discount bonds� to martingales� This is only pos�
sible if the ratio

�
b�t� T� �� � r�t�

�
�a�t� T� �� is independent of T � Let �t� ��

denote the common value of this ratio� if we apply then Girsanov
s Theorem
with 	�t� �� � ��t� �� we get that all discount bonds P ��t� T � are martin�
gales under the equivalent martingale measure dQ� � 
 dQ� Since the prices
of all discount bonds are dependent on the spot interest rate r� the drift term
b�t� T� �� cannot be speci�ed arbitrarily� A unique equivalent martingale mea�
sure can only be found if the drift term is of the form

b�t� T� ��� r�t� � �t� ��a�t� T� ��� ����

The function �t� �� is known as the market price of risk at time t in state ��
Substituting the de�nitions for a and b given in ��	�� and di�erentiating with
respect to T we �nd that the drift terms of the forward rate processes ��t� T� ��
are restricted to

��t� T� �� � ��t� T� ��
�Z T

t

��t� s� �� ds� �t� ��
�
� ����

��



���� Calculating Prices

Now that we have determined under which conditions an equivalent martingale
measure exists in the HJM model� we can calculate the prices of interest rate
derivatives� In Section � we derived the result that under the equivalent mar�
tingale measure the relative prices V �t� r��B�t� are martingales� In the HJM
economy we get that the price of a �nancial instrument with a payo� H�T� r�
at time T is given by

V �t� r� � E�
�
e
�
R
T

t
r�s	 ds

H�T� r�
��� Ft

�
����

where the expectation E� is taken with respect to the equivalent martingale
measure Q�� From Girsanov
s Theorem and using the restriction on � given
in ���� we obtain that under the equivalent martingale measure the process r
follows

r�t� � f��� t� �

Z t

�

��s� t� ��

Z t

s

��s� u� �� du ds�

Z t

�

��s� t� �� dW ��s�� ����

It is clear that for a given initial term�structure of interest rates and for a given
choice of the function ��t� T� �� the spot rate process under the equivalent
martingale measure is completely determined�

���� Example� Ho�Lee Model

To illustrate the HJM methodology� we turn to the continuous�time limit of
the Ho and Lee ��� model� which we also call the Ho�Lee model� In the
Ho�Lee model it is assumed that the function ��t� T� �� is constant� and that
the market price of risk is a function �t� of time only� We obtain from ����
that the drift terms of the forward rates are restricted to

��t� T � � �
�
��T � t� � �t�

�
� ����

Hence� under the equivalent martingale measure� the spot interest rate follows
the process

r�t� � f��� t� � �
��

�t� � �W ��t�� ����

If we use the de�nition of the forward rates given in ����� this equation can
also be written in di�erential form as

dr � ���t�dt� � dW �� ����

where

���t� � � ��

�t�
logP ��� t� � ��t� ��	�

Using ���� the price of a discount bond can be expressed as

P �t� T � � E�
�
e
�
R
T

t
r�s	 ds 
 �

��� Ft
�
� ����

��



Hence� the price of a discount bond is given by

P �t� T � � E�
�
e�y�T 	

�
� ����

where the random variable y is de�ned as

y�T � �

Z T

t

r�s� ds� ����

Substituting the solution of the stochastic di�erential equation ���� for r into
the de�nition of y�t� yields

y�T � �

Z T

t

r�t� ds �

Z T

t

Z s

t

���u� du ds�
Z T

t

Z s

t

� dW ��u� ds� ����

By interchanging the order of integration� and simplifying we obtain

y�T � � r�t��T � t� �

Z T

t

���s��T � s� ds�

Z T

t

��T � s� dW ��s�� �	��

Hence� the process y�T � has a normal distribution with mean

m�T � � r�t��T � t� �

Z T

t

���s��T � s� ds �	��

and variance

v�T � �

Z T

t

���T � s�� ds � �
��

��T � t��� �	��

From this follows that the expectation ���� can be evaluated as

P �t� T � � expf�m�T � � �
�v�T �g

� exp
n
�r�t��T � t�� R T

t
���s��T � s� ds� �

�
��T � t��

o
�
�	��

Hence� the forward rate f�t� T � can be expressed� using ���� as

f�t� T � � r�t� �

Z T

t

���s� ds� �
��

��T � t��� �	��

� For a proof of Fubini�s Theorem for stochastic integrals� see the Appendix of Heath�
Jarrow and Morton ���	
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���� Forward�Risk�Adjusted Measure

In Section ��� we derived the result that prices of interest rate derivatives can be
calculated by taking the expectation with respect to the equivalent martingale
measure� The price V �t� r� of an interest rate derivative can be expressed using
����� In general� this expectation can be too complicated to evaluate� since
the two terms of the product inside the expectation both depend on the spot
interest rate r� Hence� both terms are correlated for general payo�s� When we
determined the equivalent martingale measure in the HJM economy� we used
the value of the money�market account B�t� as a numeraire� However� this
is not the only choice we could have made� As was argued in Section �� it is
possible to use any �nancial instrument with a strictly positive price �and no
intermediate payouts� as a numeraire� The following theorem shows that if an
equivalent martingale measure can be found with respect to one numeraire� then
an equivalent martingale measure can be found with respect to any numeraire�

Change of Numeraire Theorem� Let Q� be the equivalent martingale mea�
sure with respect to a numeraire B�t�� Let X�t� be an arbitrary numeraire�
Then there exists a probability measure QX such that�

�i� for any asset S�t� we have S�t��X�t� is a martingale with respect to QX �

�ii� the Radon�Nikodym derivative that changes the equivalent martingale mea�
sure Q� into QX is given by

dQX

dQ� �
X�T �

X���B�T �
�

A proof can be found in Geman et al� ����	�� �

The Change of Numeraire Theorem is very powerful in the context of valuing
interest rate derivatives� Instead of using the value of the money�market ac�
count B�t� as a numeraire� the prices of discount bonds P �t� T � can also be
used as a numeraire� A very convenient choice is to use the discount bond
with maturity T as a numeraire for derivatives which have a payo� H�T� r�T ��
at time T � If we denote the probability measure associated to the numeraire
P �t� T � by QT we can apply the Change of Numeraire Theorem as follows�
Under the measure QT the prices V �t� r��P �t� T � are martingales for t � T �
Hence� applying the de�nition of a martingale we obtain

EQT
�
V �T� r�T ���P �T� T �

�� Ft� � V �t� r��P �t� T �� �		�

However� at time T the price of the discount bond P �T� T � � � and the price
of the instrument V is given by its payo� V �T� r�T �� � H�T� r�T ��� So� the
equation reduces to

V �t� r� � P �t� T �EQT
�
H�T� r�T ��

�� Ft�� �	��

	�



If we compare this expression with ����� we see that we have managed to
express the expectation of the discounted payo� as a discounted expectation
of the payo�� We have eliminated the problem of the correlation between
the discounting term and the payo� term� The measure QT has another very
interesting property� which actually gave it the name T �forward�risk�adjusted
measure� Under the T �forward�risk�adjusted measure� the forward rate f�t� T �
is equal to the expected value of the spot interest rate at time T � The following
argument shows why this is true� A discount bond P �t� T � has a payo� of � at
time T � Using ����� the price of the discount bond can be expressed as

P �t� T � � E�
�
e
�
R
T

t
r�s	 ds 
 �

��� Ft
�
� �	��

Taking derivatives with respect to T yields

� �
�T
P �t� T � � E�

�
e
�
R
T

t
r�s	 ds

r�T �
��� Ft

�
� P �t� T �EQT

�
r�T �

�� Ft�� �	��

where we have used �	�� in the last step� Using the de�nition of the forward
rates f�t� T � � ����T logP �t� T � we can simplify this expression to

f�t� T � � EQT
�
r�T �

�� Ft�� �	��

which is the desired result�

���� Example� Ho�Lee Model �revisited�

In this section we provide an example to illustrate the concepts developed�
We consider again the continuous�time limit of the Ho�Lee model we have
already encountered in Section ���� For this model we can explicitly determine
the T �forward�risk�adjusted measure from the Radon�Nikodym derivative In
Section ��� we showed that� if we use the value of the money�market account
B�t� as a numeraire� under the equivalent martingale measure Q� the spot
interest rate r follows the process

dr � ���t� dt� � dW �� ����

where ���t� is given by

���t� � � ��

�t�
logP ��� t� � ��t� ����

The prices at time t � � of interest rate derivatives with payo� H�r�T �� at
maturity T can be calculated as

V� � E�
�
e
�
R
T

�
r�s	 ds

H�r�T ��

�
� ����

� This name was coined by Jamshidian ���	� who also provided the argument we use here
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Instead of using the value of the money�market account B�t�� we can also use
the value of the T �maturity discount bond P �t� T � as a numeraire� We explained
that prices can also be calculated as

V� � P ��� T �EQT
�
H�r�T ��

�
� ����

The Change of Numeraire Theorem provides us with the appropriate Radon�
Nikodym derivative to change from Q� to QT

dQT

dQ� �
P �T� T �

P ��� T �B�T �
�
e
�
R
T

�
r�s	 ds

P ��� T �
����

If we substitute the solution of the stochastic di�erential equation ���� into
this equation and interchange the order of integration we obtain for dQT �dQ

�

exp
n
� logP ��� T �� R T�

�
��� logP ���s	

�s�
� ��s

�
�T � s� ds

� R T� ��T � s� dW ��s�

o
� ��	�

If we work out the integrals� we see that the Radon�Nikodym derivative can be
simpli�ed to

dQT

dQ� � exp
n
� �

�
�T � �

Z T

�

��T � s� dW ��s�
o
� ����

From Girsanov
s Theorem follows that a Radon�Nikodym derivative of this
form can be obtained by setting 	�t� � ���T � t�� Hence� under the measure
QT the process

W T �t� �W ��t��
Z t

�

�����T � s� ds ����

is also a Brownian Motion� From this we obtain that for t � T the spot interest
rate r follows the process

dr �
�
���t�� ���T � t�

�
dt� � dW T ����

under the probability measure QT � Given this speci�cation of the process� we
can now calculate �again� an expression for the forward rates f�t� T � using �	���
We obtain immediately that

f�t� T � � r�t� �
R T
t

�
���s�� ���T � s�

�
ds � r�t��

R T
t
���s� ds� �

��
��T � t���

����

This expression is equal to �	�� derived before� It is clear from this example�
that the Change of Numeraire Theorem can provide us with a powerful tool to
determine prices of interest rate derivatives in a simple fashion�
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